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FEATURES
 2 A Regular Guy
  BY JOHN ROBERTS
  Rodney Smolla was the !rst person in his family to attend college.  
  Now he’s preparing to become Furman’s 11th president.
 6 Sustainable Furman
  BY JOHN ROBERTS
  The university formalizes its ongoing commitment to the environment 
  with a comprehensive sustainability master plan.
 12 Natural Inspiration
  BY LEIGH SAVAGE
  Whether writing a book or tending her garden, novelist Mindy Friddle
  relishes setting the scene and then watching what unfolds.
 16 The Heart of a Revolution
  BY ANN GREEN
  Through his language and translating skills, Charlie Nagle provides the story 
  of a Salvadoran insurgent group’s efforts to derail a military dictatorship.
 18 Feeling All of 45, Going on 15
  BY RON WAGNER
 Despite a seemingly never-ending stream of technical problems, government 
 red tape and other crises, the Furman radio station keeps reinventing itself.
